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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! You have to calm down. You're too loud. It seems that Taylor Swift pre-emptively heard Swifties screaming around the world freaking out about her upcoming album, Lover. The 29-year-old singer has been teasing her long-awaited, seventh, studio album for
months, but yesterday she finally shared specific details about it. Let's take a look at everything we know about Lover so far. Taylor Swift Photo: Kevin Mazur/Getty Images for iHeartMedia Lover What's in a name? Plenty when you're dealing with Swift, who has become queen dropping Easter eggs this year. Many fans
correctly predicted the title of the new album when it dropped the main hint in an interview promoting the video for ME!. But what can we expect from an album called Lover? Many romantic vibes Swift admitted in an Instagram live video on Thursday night. This album, in tone, is very romantic, not just thematically, as it's
all love songs or something. I think the idea of something romantic, it doesn't have to be a happy song. I think you can find romance alone or sadness or going through a conflict or dealing with things in your life. I think it's just kind of looking at these things with a very romantic look. You belong to me singer explained.
Getting political But there is more to the lover than romance. Swift has very openly stated that she is not shying away from politics in this new album. I definitely think there is a political subtext in the new music that I have made. I'm not going to stop encouraging young people to vote and try to get them to talk about
what's going on in our country. I think that's one of the most important things I could do,' the 29-year-old admitted. We're absolutely starting to see evidence Swift is getting political in both of her new songs. ME! was packed to the brim with bright, bold, colors and several times she performed it, the singer practically
created a rainbow on stage. These images and color palettes have given a nod to the LGBT community. Still, in you have to calm down, Swift candidly shows her support for LGBT people and their rights, shutting down those with homophobic beliefs. You have to calm down in the lyrics for the new song, Swift openly
judging those who wrongly judge others. Shade has never made anyone less gay and why be crazy when you could be GLAAD? Are two of the outstanding lyrics from the new song. GLAAD, of course, is referring to the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation. Swift actively and openly supports the LGBT
community in the midst of Pride Month, and it seems her music is following suit. And, since the singer is so incredibly strategic and deliberate with her music, it avoided our notice that she had decided to release You Must Calm down for Donald Trump's birthday. The music video for You Need To Calm Down will be
released on Good Morning America on Monday, June 17, and Swift promised fans it was worth the wait. There's a lot that I've been excited about for so long and I just wanted to wait for the right time to tell you things,' she told excited fans. Release date featuring 18 songs in total, Lover will be available in four, different,
luxury editions. Although Lover is now available for pre-order, it will not be officially released until August 23. Honestly, the true Swifts had to see that date from a mile away. 8'2'3'13, which is Swift's all-time favorite number. She has professed her love for number 13 for years. The songwriter was born on December 13,
and the thirteenth song on each of her albums is always her favorite song on the record. We have a lot of time to kill up to the new album. But something tells us that Swift will keep us on our toes for the next few months. Until then, stay calm and keep going. Taylor Swift is known to many. Her amazing songwriting
abilities, her ridiculously catchy melodies, her love for cats, and lately, her Easter egg hides her abilities. But, one thing she has never been known for is being politically active in the public sphere. In the last decade, Swift has gained a reputation for being politically neutral. But in recent months, the 10th GRAMMY Award
winner has been sing a completely different tune. Taylor Swift/FilmMagic Photo in October 2018, the 29-year-old songwriter posted her first super-political post on Instagram. In it, she urged people to register to vote in the upcoming midterm elections. I am writing this post about the upcoming midterm elections on
November 6, in which I will vote in Tennessee. In the past I have been reluctant to publicly voice my political views, but because of several events in my life and in the world in the last two years, I feel very different about it now. Swift wrote. Speaking on Instagram, the statements were far from Swift's politically neutral
previous years. Back in 2016, Swift was one of the few female celebrities who did not publicly support any of the presidential candidates. Although Swift posted a photo of herself in the voting booths, she was ultimately silent about which candidate would get her vote. There were suggestions that the singer did, in effect,
vote for Hillary Clinton, since her sweater was similar in style to the one Clinton wore a few years ago. However, this has never been confirmed by Swift herself. Singer ME! She continued to say: I will always and always vote based on which candidate will defend and fight for the person I believe we all deserve it in this
country. I believe in fighting for LGBT rights, and that any form of discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender is wrong. I believe that the systemic racism we still see in this country towards people of color is frightening, sickening and prevalent. I can't vote for someone who won't be willing to fight for dignity for all
Americans, regardless of their skin color, gender or who they love. Although it was just an Instagram post, Swift's statement had a huge impact on voter registration. The song has a massive following of more than 118 million on Instagram alone. When her fans saw her talking about politics, he encouraged them to get
political as well. In fact, with only a simple statement, Swift managed to cause a massive spike in voter registration. Vote.org reported that they received at least 65,000 registrations within 24 hours immediately after the Delicate Singer Post. The new album and Swift has no plans to stop talking about her political beliefs.
In a recent interview, Swift discussed what fans can expect from her upcoming, long-awaited, seventh album. I definitely think there is a political subtext in the new music that I have made. I'm not going to stop encouraging young people to vote and try to get them to talk about what's going on in our country. I think that's
one of the most important things I could do. Swift declares. The next chapter is great to see that Swift has finally come to the recognition of the responsibility that comes along with such a massive platform. We hope she continues to use her strength, privilege and influence for worthy reasons, and we can't wait to hear
what's next for her musically. Taylor Swift is known as the queen of breakup ballads. Sure, she has to fight Miley Cyrus for the title over and over again, but Swift is basically that crown on the castle. Her entire career has been forged from her songs about ex-boyfriends, failed relationships, and even falling in love. She
has time and time again on the Billboard charts, sold-out concert venues around the world, created platinum records and received more than her fair share of awards. So where exactly is one of the most successful women in modern music getting her start? Which of Taylor Swift's albums put her on the map? Taylor
Swift/SOPA Images/LightRocket via Getty Images Let's Work Our Way Back Through the Life of a Love Story Singer. Before she could take the stage to accept the Grammys, she should be discovered first. Swift currently has four video albums, seven studio albums, one live album and one compilation album. It has
many singles and according to the RIAA, is one of the best-selling digital artists in the United States. Swift's Major Albums Include Taylor Swift (2006), (2008), Speak Speak and Lover, which just fell this year. Which one really started Swift's career? Well, 1989 marked her transition from country music to direct pop. It was
also voted the best album of 2014 by Billboard and a number of other organizations. Unsurprisingly, given that it debuted at the top of the charts and made Swift the first artist to break a million sales across three records in just a week. But before that, there was Swift's first album, Taylor Swift, who got all the recognition
she needed to start her career. The funny thing is that the record is needed to shake hands before she really had a chance to shine. Where was Taylor Swift found? Swift's discovery occurred in none other than a voluntary state, a.k.a. Tennessee. This is probably not surprising when you consider that it is home to
Nashville, the capital of country music. Swift's parents knew that she was destined for greatness when she was born, hence her namesake. Their faith in their daughter went further than a well thought out name though! When the Shake It Off singer began to show interest in music, her parents immediately began to
encourage her. Swift's skills grew rapidly, and she found that she gets all kinds of concerts. She even visited Nashville frequently, pursuing her career. She wrote the songs as co-authors and did her best to land a recording contract while still a teenager. Eventually her family noted how devoted and uprooted she was to
go to Hendersonville, TN. Just move she needs to finally land a contract with Big Machine Records that boosted her to fame.  Where did Taylor Swift come from? So where exactly did Swift get her start? Born Taylor Alison Swift, this musical genius was her beginning in Reading, Pennsylvania. She spent some of her
early years chilling on a Christmas tree farm owned by her family. Despite her agricultural roots, the music actually works in her blood. Her grandmother was a professional opera singer. With inspiration like that, it's no surprise that Swift ended up following in her huge strides.  By the mature age of 10 years she had gone
from just loving music to singing at local events. Swift even had the opportunity to sing the Star Banner for a Philadelphia 76ers game when she was just 11. From there she began writing her own songs and surpassed her skill set by studying guitar. She was 12 at the time.   Fortunately, her parents recognized her
potential and resettled the family so that the aspiring singer could realize her dreams. That's how we got Swift that we know and love today. Today. lover taylor swift zip album. red taylor swift zip album. taylor swift folklore album zip. taylor swift 1989 deluxe album download zip. taylor swift fearless album download zip.
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